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"Drink no longer water, but use ct little wine.fttr
thy stornoch's sake and thine rften infirnities"

St. Paul to Timothy ( I st Epistle , 5:231

I want to make it very cleiir at the outset that I'm here as a
chemist, not as an expert on winemaking. We have several
experts on winemaking here. I'm going to talk about some
aspects of the chemistry of winemaking that I think are not well
understood by a lot of people. I hope I can do this in a wery that you'll get some useful take-home

messages, even though it is a technical subject.

First, I couldn't resist quoting St. Paul. For at least 2000 years the health benefits of drinking
wine have been recognlzed. And having tasted quite a f-ew wines this morning, I hope that I
remain coherent enough to get through this talk.

Why chemistry?
I . 

- 
Winemaking is a biological process, but yeasts are very clever chemical factories so that

making wine involves complei chemistry. I cor"rldn't even begin, in 50 minutes, to get through all
aspects oI this topic.
2.' Chemicai adjustments to juices and musts can improve wines. I say this in full knowledge
that if you get perfect grapes, you should leave them alone. Don't do chemistry unless you have
to. Bul I'vJ ha^d a lot of giapes where the pH was 4 and the titratable acidity was 7 and you have
to do something with those before you mal<e wine.
3. Chemistry can be used to evaluate wine.
4. Chemistry is used to stabilize and finish wines, and correct faults. But nobody wants to be
at this last point where it may become a rescue exercise.

So I thought I'd start by talking about some basic chemistry, some asp€cts of treatment of musts
and juices-, of monitoring fermentation and malolactic fetmentation and a little bit about fining and
stabilization chemistry ltiris ls another subject where you can say very little or you can say a lot)
and if I have time, bits about preservation, finishing and correction of problems.

Chemical reactions. Molecules are moving around. A lot of people think that chemistry is a
static thing because they see pictures of molecules in books. But the average molecule is moving
around at about 700 mph, rotating and vibrating as well. When it hits another molecule, also
travelling at 700 mph, things tend to happen. Molecules re-alrange or exchange atoms and we call
these chJmical reaCtions. As you heat the gas or liquid up the molecules move faster and hit
harder. Therefore temperature is very important in the rate of chemical reactions. Typjcally, if
you raise the temperature by only l0 "C,1he rate of reaction will dor-rble: the next l0'C will cause
it to double again, etc. We call this an exponential increase in reaction rate. So reactions,
including fermentation, are very temperature sensitive and can be controlled by temperature.

A f'eature I really want to get across today is that some reactions are very, very fast and also very
incomplete. That sounds like a contradiction and I'll spend a bit of time explaining that in a
-omeht. However, I don't want you to go away with the idea that all reactions are very fast.
When you take a wine and put it in a bottle, it develops a bouquet. That bouquet is the result of
very slow chemical reactions, not fast ones. They take years, in some cases. Ester formation, the
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product of reaction of an organic acid and an alcohol, is one of those. But other reactions iue very

fast. The acid-base reaction"s that happen with niolecules like tartaric acid and sodium hydroxide

are examples. They occur at enormous rates, butthey don't give l00Vo productwhich seems like a

Ult of a piradox. But it isn't if yoLl stop to think about it. If you start with.a molecule, or a bunch

of moleigles that are going to react, at i'irst only those molecules are available to react and so they

iru.t to make productl git once yoLr have products formed, the. possibility exists that the products

can go back to the reactant molecules. So the things you've made start to g_o back to the things

Vor'i" macle them from. That is what we call a rever.sible reaction. Very often- the back reaction is

ulro u"ry fast. So the two reactions start to oppo_.se one another and very quickly a balance is

reached. Afler that time, the concentrations of the reactants and products don't change any_more

but that doesn't mean that the reactions have stopped. They are still going back and forth like

crazy. We call rhis a chemical equilibrium, in iact chemists often call it a dynamic equilibrium

to emphasize the fact that the reactions are going on for ever.

Because of these continuing reactions , if you do something to try and change one of the reactant or

product concentrations, the-systemrvill instantaneously re-adjust to flnd a new balance point that

iries to accommodate the change. This is chemical equilibrium.

Chemical equilibrium. One very important example of chemical equilibrlu.p for winemakers is

u.id-bor" "quilib.ir-. Imagine you diisolve tartariC acid in water, then the following_equilibrium
is rapidly r"l up (tartaric acid has a rather complicated formula that you don't need to know, so the

comolicated bit I've called "T"):

H,T  +  H*  +HT-

The molecule HrT has two hydrogen atoms on it which can ionize ryd ploduge.the positive

ion (cation) called H* , or proton, or hydiogen ion; whatever you like to call it.. The H* is a very

i-portant species and is aicompanigd by HT , which is the negative ion (anion) that we call

bit|rtrate, oi hydrog.n tartrate;it's the anion that is present in cream of tartar (potassiumhydrogen

tartrate, fgfitnutioth peter Brehm and Frank Supernak talked about in their presentations.

To repeat, if you put tartaric acid in water, some of it breaks-up into H* and HT- and as soon as

they ire formed they start reacting back to HrT, s.o very quickly, in about a millionth of a second or

,o, you get chemical equilibrium*between these three species. After this the concentrations don't

change is long as you Gu,r" "u"rything else alone. We chemists indicate this equilibrium with a

double half arrow.

If you now add some more tartaric acid to the system -. ima.gine it's achieved equilibrium and_you

no*,lurnp in some more tartaric acid, - this tarialic acid will break up t9 tolm more H" and HT-

which will both increase until you find a new balance point. Conversely, if you increase HT- by

adding cream of tartar, some oi the HT- will react with some of the H* to produce H'T andJou g€t

u onot-h". balance point in which the H* has gone down. This means you can change the H'_ugor

Jo*n as you wlsh. tf you want it to go up ybu adci H,T; if you want it to go down y-ou add HT .

So this is a wonclerful iystem for a human being becaule you are totally in control. You can

.o.ttrof the [H*] 1we use square brackets, [], to indicate concentrations of molecules) and therefore

the pH by adding either H,T or HT-.

Because these equilibria exist, if you put in a colour indicator (like phenolphthalein that_you use-

when you do anicid-base titration, which is just an acid which is colourless in its acid form and

pmf ii its basic fbrm) and add sodium hydroxide, the.colour indicator follows the H*
concentration in the system. When the Fi* concentration is high, the-indicator is forced over into

its acid fbrm 1nd is colourless, then as you titrate in sodium hydroxide H* gets smaller and smaller,

so the indicator goes over into its basii form and goes pink. So it follows the H* (or pH) and

that's why it's called an indicator.

( l )
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A powerful principle is that if you make up a solution by adding.a l_11ge concentration_of S..T 1nd 1l
large concentration of HT then these two large concentrations fix H*. They fix.the. pH. That kind
of iolution is what we call a buffer. A buffer is a solution in which you have significant amounts
of both the acid and the basic fbrms of the molecule, which determines the H*. This is what you

use to calibrate your pH meter.

Acid-base theory for the techies. I want to try to explain pH and TA a.nd their relation to

acidity. How can a wine have a pH of 3 and not taste acidic at all or a grape juice have both a high
TA and a very high pH?

pH is defined by the equation, pH - -logro [H.]. So.pH is logarithmically rg]ated to [H*1, the

symbol for hydiogen ion concentration. Because of the minus sign,^a_s^the tt1]l,go"::p the pH
gbes down. Th" iiu".se process of taking a log is taking a pow.er of 10. So. [H.] = l0 p' If yo9

fiou. u pH of 3 and you want to know what tire 1H"l concentration is, you take. that 3 and raise l0
ro rhe pb*". -3 (which is multiplying by 1/ 10, 3 tirnes). Easier still, just pYlcq the right buttons.
on a cilculator. So a pH of 3 iiah [H.]-of 0.001 mol/L (L = litre). I'll explain later what a mol is.

For the equilibrium we've been talking about, equation I above, the equilibrium requires:

pH = pKal + log,o([HT ]/[H,T]) (2)

which shows that the pH is determined by the pKa value fbr the acid (here 2.98, and a meisure of
the acid's tendency to lose H*) and the ratio of'[HT-] to [H,T]. This, goes. back to what I was
saying before; if ybu fix these two concentrations, their ratio determines the pH-

Practical Application. This is too much theory, particularly after lunch.. It is helpful to graph

the form of tartaric acid, using equation 2, as a funCtion of pH. This is an important graph that can

be drawn for any acid.

The horizontal axis is pH between
zero and ten, and the vertical axis 1oo

the percent of dif l lerent sPecies
preient fiom 0 to lOOTo. The solid ao

line is tartaric acid H,T. You see 5
that at pH 0,tartaric acid is present U uo
as 100% of H,T. As you start i
raising the pH, the Vo H,T starts to b< ao
decrease and Vo HT- stafts to
increase. As you continue to raise 20
the pH, 7o HT- goes through a
maximum and then starts to o
decrease asain as the second acid
dissociation, equation 3. happens
rnd Vo T-- increases.

H T -  +  H *  + T 2 -

This graph completely describes the forms of tartaric acid as a f unction of pH.

The pH range between 3 and 4 is the bit we're interested in; this is where wine ideally lies,
somewherebetween 3 and 3.6. You'll notice that in that range, the main form in which tartaric
acid is present is HT-, the singly negative ion. If you go to f,igh pHs. it changes. over into T2-, and
if you were to add sulphuric aiicl to your wine to lower the pH (which I wouldn't recommend) it

Hrr )-r
I

1 0
pH

(3 )
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switches over to H,T. But at the proper wine pH,.it i.s predominantly HT-.. Tartaric acid has two

ionizable hydrogens, so it has two pKa values. The first pKa value, equation.2, correspo-n9t lq-
the left hand crossing point of the H,T and HT- curves. The right hand crossing point of the HT-

;; 1.z- lri*r-.ott"Jpbnds to rhe second pKa valr,re. tHl_ I is maximum u! " p_y-Ylich is exactly

truif *uy between the two. This is the so-iallecl magic pH of 3.55 where also [H'T] and [T'-] are

equal.

While I'm on this graph I should point out that its has other applications. A lot,of winemakers

have asked me "wheri you do titr;tions to measure TA using yoq PH^ meter, y!3t q-q should you

titrate to?" Some books say you should titrate to pH 7, some to 8.2, 8.6 and 9.05. Well you can

see from this graph that it do-"sn't matter too much lor tartaric acid; as you add sodium hydroxide'

vou raise t6" ig'and move right on the graph. At pH 7 about 99Vo of tartaric has been converted

i;; T,' ih"t 6.;n rirrated, inither worJs). By 8.2 it's about 99.97o and by8.6 it's approaching
gg.ggqo,' etc. so for tartaric acid, you don't make much error using any of these values. However

there are other weaker acids p..r"nt in wine ( e. g malic) which are not completely titrated.at lower

pH ro the usual recommendition is to titrate to pH 8.2. Here are similar graphs fbr malic (HrM)

and citr ic (H,C) acids.
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The bottom line of all this, the take-home message, is that, in the wine pH range of 3-4, pH ls
determined by a concentration ratio, tHT-l/tHrTl., as given.in equation 2- The titratable

acidit'(TA) is quite cliff'erent. It is a -"utut" of the total ioniZable hydrogen atoms available. HrT

has two ionizable hydrogens to titrate, and HT has one, therefore

TA = constant x (2[H,T] + [HT-]) (4)

where the constant is just to convert from mol/L to g/I' tartaric acid. TA is determined by a

concentration sum. hrithmetically there is no connection between the sum and the ratio. You

can have a high TAand a low pH, o trlgtr pf! qd low TA,.and all other possible permutations- So

when so-eo,ie says to you that the TA"is b.5, it tells yor. absolutely nothing.about the.pH o-r vice

versa. TA and pfi ur" tototty unconnected quantities. Tl-tit is one of the major confusions I've

come across in ialking to people and I really hope that this helps clarify it'

H,M H^C
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I've talked a lot about acids and various
quantities relating to acids. I've put a table in
here, not because I want you to memorize all
this, but to make it available to yoLl in the
proceedings. I've collected together some
intbnnation about the various acids that are
important in winemaking. Look at tartaric
acid. numero uno. It has a molecular

g/I- pKa' pK& Taste Diff.

1 . 0 0  2 . 9 8  4 . 3 4  0 . U 5  0 . - 5

Acid(#) Mw

Tartaric(2) 150

weight, second_column, of 150 g/mol. What Succinic(2) l  lg
does that mean? The thing we call a mol is a
number, like a dozen. It happens to be an
astronomically large number; 6.02 mr-rltiplied r ^+:^,, \
by ten twenty three times, but it is still j.[i; Lactic( I ) 90

number. If you take this number of tartaric
acid molecules they wil l  weigh 150 g. In Citrb(3) 192
tech. talk, the molecular weight of tartaric
acid is 150 g/mol. If you want to find or-rt
how much one tartaric acid molecr-rle weighs, Sulphur- 82
take 150 g, divide it  by 6.02 x l0r ' . .That's ous(2)
the weight of one molecule(2.5 x l0 -- g).
You'd have a little bit of difficulty f-eeling it.

Ma lb (2 )  134  0 .89  3 .40  5 .1  I  0 .030  0 .5

0 . 1 9  4 . 1 6  5 . 6 1  0 . 0 3 5

t .2  3 .08  0 .040

0.85 3.08 4.14 0.025 0.1

r . 8 l  6 . 9 1  0 . 0 1  I

Shown in brackets after the acid name is the number of ionizable hydrogens. So, tartaric has two,
malic has two and succinic (which is an acid that is generated by yeast during fermentation) has
two, lactic acid has one, citric has three and sulphur dioxide has two (that's called sulphurous
acid). If you combine the molecular weight with the number of ionizable hydrogen atoms, you c.rn
calculateihe number of g/I- that is equivalent to one gll, of tartaric, third column. That is 0.89 g/t,
of malic, 0.19 of succinic, 1.2 of lactic, and 0.85 of citric. The next data columns show the pKa
values, a measure of the strength of the acid. It's one of these inverse scales again. The higher the
number, the weaker the acid; the smaller the number, the stronger the acid. You'll see that tartaric
acid is one of the strongest wine acids, malic is considerably weaker. Succinic is weaker still,
lactic ancl citric are about the same as tartaric, and sulphurous acid is much stronger than any of
them

Also shown are the taste thresholds - sensory information. The threshold is the amount of each
acid in g/L you can detect in water. Last column is the difference threshold. For the average
person.lhis is the difference in acidity that they can detect by taste at about 2-3.9/I' total acid. You
see that it takes a fair addition of acid to get a noticeable difference. I'm sure this ability varies a
lot ancl I'd be interested in Frank's opinion as to how well prof'essional winemakers can do on this.

Wine acids and flavour. This is a rather important topic and again there is a bit of
misunclerstanding because a lot of people believe that a low pH wine should taste acidic. That's
not true. Acids vary in sourness: malic acid is a lot more sour than tartaric, which is more sour
than citric, which is more sour than lactic. Taste is extremely sensitive. The average person can
detect a difference in pH of 0.05 pH units (which sounds inconsistent with what I just said, but
hopefully will be explained later) or O.2 to O.5 g/l- of TA. These numbers are in wines. This
emba.raised me when t first got into winemaking. I joined the Saanich Sommeliers and was asked
to give a talk on acids. We got some of Bill Pearson's wine and changed the pH a1d g1v9 people a
blind tasting to see which wine people liked better. Of course, they all liked best the original w-i1e
that I hadn'i messed about with. I Changed the pH by about 0.2 unit and that was too coarse. [f
I'd known anything at that point, I would have changed it by much smaller amounts. So we have
a very remarkable aUitity to detect acid taste. Frank emphasized this when he said he does things
by ta.ste. I think it's a very good way to do things. The measurements are useful, but they aren't
the whole story and often aren't sensitive enough.
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Something important to recognize is that H* has an acid taste, H,T has an acid taste and HT has an
acidtaste.  I t turnsout thatHn hasabout  l0 t imesthe ac id ic tasteof  anyacid.  ButH* isonly there
inabout  l00thof  theconcentrat ionof  theacids.  Somostof  theacidtastecomesf iomtheacid
molecules: from the H,T, the HT-, the malic iicid and the other acids that are present. So TA
dominates the acid flavour. not the pH. There is an attetnpt made to combine the two into an
acidity index that some of you may have heard about. I read an article by Bill Collings in which he
talked about this: you take the TA in g/L and subtrerct the pH and you get the acidity index. The
sweeter the wine, the higher the acidity index you shoulcl have. Typical values quoted are for reds
about 2.5, Chardonnays about 3.2 and Rieslings (which are typically more acidic in flavour)
should be up around 4.4. So TA dominates acid flavour and the pH determines all the chemistry
and the miciobiological stability. From a chemist's point of view, it is the pH that is the master of
all things. But these quantities are both important, sort of related but not simply, and you certainly
can't derive one from a knowledge of the other.

pH Meters. I wanted to talk about pH meters since I've had many people come to me wtth pH
meter problems. A pH electrode is just a glass bulb with a flxed internal solution that has H* in it.
What happens is that the surface of the glass actually partially dissolves in the water and forms a
kind of get-tlte layer, silica which is negatively charged. It is rather like the kiesolsol which is
used as a fining agent. This surface attracts H* and becomes positively charged So the glass
membrane develops a potential or voltage between the inside and the outside solution and the meter
jLlst measures that. The voltage is directly proportional to the pH.

A lot of people have trouble with their pH meters. One cause is that the glass should be clean.
Often protein films form on the glass and then the electrocle doesn't work very well. You can stick
it in a iolution of some detergent with enzymes to dissolve the protein, or you can clean it using
sodium hydroxide or hydrochloric acid. As far as the glass part of your electrode is concerned,
you could boil it in hydrochloric acid without hurting it, but that's not to s?y what it'll do to the
other plastic and metal par1s. When you store your pH meter, you should keep it moist because if
the ge1 layer dries out, i1'll take a couple of days to re-e stablish the layer; it's a slow chemical
reac-tion. 

-It 
is a very bad idea to store the electrode wet with water. A lot of people say that their

pH electrode is very slow to respond. When you store it in water, it takes all of the charged ions
or-rt of the glass. The electrical conductivity of the glass goes down; the glass doesn't conduct any
electricity and the electrode takes a long time to stabilize. So, I store mine in a salt solution. I use
potassium chloride rather than sodium chloride (table salt), but either is fine. I also put a little
bLrffer(pH 4) in it. The other advantage of a saturated salt solution is that bugs don't grow very
well in i t .

People often spend a lot of money on buffers. Sorry to those who sell them, but if you go into.
youi kitchen and get out the cream of tartar, it makes a vt: ry good buffer. I find you can use it in ̂
lap water (Victoria), you don't need distilled water. All you need to do is drop l pinch of cre_am of
taitar in a vial of water, stir it to make a saturated solution and you've got a buffer with a pH of
3.551 at 25 "C. Unfortunately I couldn't find the values for pH below 25'C. [t does depend on
temperature but won't change drastically.

And of course, CO, is a very good acid. So whenever you're measuring PH yg" need to make
sllre you have no CO, present. You must boil and cool the wine sample first, ,I remember
someone in the Grapevine writing a letter saying that they followed the pH of their wine during
f'ermentation. It started at3.4, then went up to 3.7 and then after fermentation it went back down
to 3.4. They didn't say whether they had boiled their samples for the pH measurement, but I
would guarantee that they were looking at CO, errors, because as yoll f'erment you generate CO,.

Why is there a magic pH of 3.55? Why is there this parameter window? The reason is
very simple. When you ferment, the alcohol goes up. Potassir-rm hydrogen tartrate is not as
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soluble in alcohol as it is in water. As you start to f-erment, the potassium hydrogen tafirate starts
to precipitate to the bottom of the f-ermenter or f-loats around with bubbles of CO, ; you get solid
potassium hydrogen tartrate formed. If yor-r start at- a pH of 3.55, I already pointed out that you
have exactly the same concentrations of H.T and T'-. Also that when you play around with an
equilibrium system it shifts to try to get back to where it was, so if you remove HT- as a precipitate
of KHT, the equilibrium shifts to make more HT- which makes more precipitate and it just keeps
going. When you've got a pH of 3.55. the HT is replaced by the loss of equal amounts of H,T
and T'. Because the pH depends on a concentration l'atio, although they both go down, they go
down together so the ratio remains constant and the pH doesn't change.

If you start at a pH less than 3.55 and you precipitate cream of tartar, lost HT- is replaced mainly
by H,T which releases H* (see eqr,ration I ) and your pH drops. That's great. But if you look at the
other case, if your pH is greater than 3.55 when you start, HT- is replaced by T' reacting with an
H* to produce an HT-. What that does is remove H* and the pH goes up. That means trouble
because when the pH goes up you're looking at possible microbiological instability and other
problems. That's why pH 3.55 is a magic value.

Using your pH meter in TA measurement. This is a good technique, especially for red
wines where the indicator colour change can be tricky. You add sodium hydroxide until the pH
reaches 8.2 and the titration reactions are:

H,T + OH -> HT- + H,O
HT + OH - ; '  J r  + H,O

Once you've reacted both hydrogen ions you have a measure of total hydrogen ion which you can
express as g/L tartaric acid, the TA value.

CO, will react also and cause errors so yolr have to boil and cool the sample if present. When you
are using a pH meter, if it makes you feel happicr, you can add the colour indicator. It's optional.
The indicator itself is a titratable acid so it does menn that you have to add a little bit of extra
sodium hydroxide to change the indicator colour, but it's a very smzill indicator error. Remember
that you're not trying to measure TA sr-rper-accurately. Some of the winemakers I talk to worry too
much about everything. Whether you titrate to 8.2 or 8.6 doesn't really make that much of
difference. [f you're worried about it, titrate it to 8.2, measllre the volume and titrate it to 8.6 and
see if there is a significant difference. Live hoppy; don't worry.

Acid Adjustment. I don't think I need to talk about winemaking today, but one of the things we
have come across is must with very high TA and very high pH. This often comes fiom
fertilization or growing in very hot areas. Lodi grapes often have this characteristic. So how do
you adjust the acid'J What we do is, if the TA is correct and the pH is high, we add tartaric acid
because that gets the pH down below the 3.55 and you can later reduce the TA and get the extra
tartrates out by cold stabilization. If the pH is corect, but the TA is low (and again I'd appreciate
feedback from people because this is only what we've tried to do) we increase the TA with a
tartaric/malic mixture or with acid blend and get the TA to the correct value. If you have low TA
and high pH, you can use both methods. Adjust the TA first by adding tartaric and malic to get the
TA into the right ballpark and then, if necessary, lower the pH below 3.5 by adding excess tartaric
acid. Frank has already talked about what you do with excessively high TA and low pH. You can
add water to ameliorate, but you lose fruitiness and body and he obviously doesn't recommend it.
He uses acidex and that's the system I've occasionally used. Acidex is just chalk plus seed
crystals of a calcium taftrate malate double salt. The chalk reacts with tartaric and malic acids to
make CO, and water plus calcium tartrate and calciurn malate which precipitate. You take a sub-
sample of the wine, remove all of its acid, and blend it back in right away. It's probably a good
idea to fine it then too because you don't want to leave any excess calcium in the wine since that
can cause long-tem stability problems. That's one of the causes of bottle deposits some years
later even afier you've cold stabilized. You can also use potassium carbonate or potassium
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bicarbonate. These react to make tartrate or malate and CO, , so this is a piece of chemistry that
doesn't hurt you. But the disadvantage is that it tends to take out the tartaric acid leaving the malic
acid which is the sourer acid. So I don't know that it is the best route to go.

Other Must Additions. You might want to add other things than acid. I have a question for
Frank during the discussion myself. That is when to LISe sulphite and when not to. A lot of
winemakeriadd sulphite to white wines prior to fermentation for a number of reasons: it prevents

browning, it kills baiteria, it tends to favour the cultured_yeast over the wild yeast, and it forms
glycerol-which may or may not contribute to the mor-rth feel and body of the wine.

Some people recommend adding bentonite to the fermentation as it is reputed-to spee-d
fermentati,on, inhibits sticking, helps clarification by removing proteins which adsorb on its
surface, but ii also adsorbs nutrients (nitrogen compounds including amino acids) and then the
yeasr may snrve and that may generate Hf . So if you add.bentonite it may also be a ggod idea to
oaO y"u.i nutrient. I think it's desirable on a precautionary basis br,rt would be interested in what

othei winemakers have to say. t tend to routinely add yeast nutrient because it avoids problems,
particularly with good grapei that may be grown yldgr low nitrogen conditions. The trouble is
ihat yeast -ay g"i-re.ate HrS and other off odours if it's starved and nutrient also assists the yeast
growth to overrihelm wild populations. Adding pectic. enzymes avoids clarification problems in
iater life. A lot of people arie concerned with aeration during fermentatiol. At the first wine
symposium Loretti Zanatta said that they aerate their spaLrkling. winas at thepeak of fermentation.
Sie .saicl that helped the f-ermentation to go through to completion. Peynaud recommends several
aerations prior to peak f-ermentation rate and it's certainly a good idea to aerate the must during the
periocl when the yeast is multiplying because it requires qxyggn during that initial phase' A lo! 9f
people are so terrified of oxidation that they are afraid to let air anywhere near their wine. I think
that's sometimes a bit of a mistake.

Fermentation temperature. This is just the chemist flogging theory a little.bit. I mentioned
that temperature aff6cts chemical reactions very dramatically and f-ermentation is fundamentally a
chemicai reaction. Temperature is a very effective way to control the f-ermentation rate and
consequently the quality. I tend to start my whites at l8 "C and then cool them to 10'C or less to
keep the fruitiness'and varietal character. Cold f'ermentation reduces loss of aroma and flavour
along with the CO,, which Frank mentioned. A one-litre ferment will generate.5Olitres of CO,. (a

50: l-ratio). Therels an enorrnous gas volume given off and if the wine is hot, it carries off all the
volatile.components; that's the wonderful smell, to which Frank referred, that you want to keep in
yol l r  wlne.

Malolactic fermentations. These are a problem for home winemakers. They're d,esirable for
long term stability and complexity. What I've read, is try to do it around 18-22 oC, pH greater
tha; 3.3, SO, less than 50 ppm. Some say no gxygen, some say it needs some oxygen to get
going. You need some food, which is the lees. Some people inoculate towards the end of yeast

Ferm-entation, some at the beginning and some say inoculate much later on. I don't know the best
answer to that one but I've had success inoculating towards the end of the yeast fermentation.
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You can monitor ML three ways. You can observe the slow CO, formation in what is nominally a
dry wine. You can also fbllow it by the slow reduction in TA; malic is a diprotic acid (meaning it
has two hydrogens that are ionizable), lactic acid is monoprotic, so if the TA is 8 and 507o of that
is malic, you would predict that the TA drops to about 6 on completion. I'm happy to note that
Frank's wine came very close to that - it started at 7.8 and finished off at 6.1. You can also
follow it by paper chromatography. The
difficulty is in getting supplies, which can be
quite expensive. You need special
chromatography paper on which you draw a
pencil line, marking the wine names bcfore
you start putting spots on so you don't lose
track of what's what. You can buy
capillaries for doing this, but I find that
toothpicks work just flne as long as you
don't reuse them. All you do is spot the
various wines 5 or 6 times, keeping the spot
size 2 mm or so. When you've done that,
you let them dry, staple the paper into a
cylinder shape, and put in a jar with a lid
with I cm solvent. You leave it while the
solvent runs up (at the end you can put a
pencil line showing where the solvent came
to) and then let it dry; you get yellow spots
on the paper. Lactic acid runs ttl87o of the
speed of the solvent, taftaric at 28Vo, malic at
5l7o and citric at 48Vo (which is confusable
with malic if it's there). What I flnd best is
to keep a sample of the must in the freezer so
that when you come to do your
chromatography, you can do the original
juice and the ML wine side-by-side and you
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lactic tarlaric malic before after citric

can compare the acid spots directly. Yor-r shor-rld get about the same amount of tartaric acid (maybe
a little reduced by the tartrate precipitation we talked about) but a major reduction in the malic acid
and a new lactic acid peak that won't be present in the original sample.

A few tips: I said spot the wine about 4-6 times keeping them less than 2mm diameter. If you want
to get a chromatogram with nice shtrrp spots it's also a good idea to pre-saturate the paper with
water vapour. Spot the paper, staple it into a cylinder, put it in the jar with a small container of
water in the centre, then screw the lid on and leave it fbr about 3-4 hor-rrs. Some water evaporates,
saturates the atmosphere in the jar and adsorbs on the paper. Then when you remove the container
of water, put about I cm chromatography solvent in the jar and run the paper chromatography
you'll get a better result.

I keep my solution together with the l07o formic acid/water component, because that way it keeps
indefinitely. I'm a Scot's winemaker so I like my chromatography solvent to last forever. If you
do this you must make sure that only the coloured phase (the orange one) gets into the jar. You
run the solvent to the top of the paper, no further. let it dry out overnight (it contains n-butyl
alcohol which has a rather nasty smell and is not great for your liver so I usually dry mine in the
garage) and I store the solvent on 107o fbrmic acid. YOU DO NOT WANT TO GET FORMIC
ACID ON YOURSELF OR IN YOUR EYES OR ON YOUR CLOTHING. But, nevertheless,
it's a sood trick.
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Sulphur Dioxide. A little bit about sulphur dioxide chemistry. You've all heard of molecular
vs. free vs. bound. The active form of sulphur dioxide you need in wine is the molecular form
(SO, ). This is in eqLri l ibrium with bisulphite ion, HSO. .

S O , + H ' O  q = = )  H S O . . - + H *

So low pH, high H* tavours the molecular form. HSO, is bound by carbon-oxygen double
bonds: things like aldehydes, ketones, keto acids. There are many such molecules in wine.
particularly in botrytized musts and wines. So they have a very large capacity to sop up sr"rlphite-
That doesn't help us because it becomes bound sulphite and is largely inactive. What counts is
the free sulphite, SO, plus HSO3 , which you can measllre using the Sulphikit or' titrets'. This
is called the Ripper Method and is based on iodine titration with a starch indicator. It measures free
sulphur dioxide. Sometimes yor,r might want to measure total sulphur dioxide (the free plus
the bound). You can do this by taking your wine sample, adding I normal sodium hydroxide and
leaving the sample for l0 minutes. That breaks up the sulphite addition compounds, releases the
sulphite and then you just use the standard method which then gives you the total amount o[
sulphite present.

On the BCAWA website, courtesy of Charles Plant, there is infotmation about the amount of
sulphite that you need at various pHs to get 2 ppm molecular. I'm going to plug the equations like
I and 3 again: this is what the cllrve
looks like for SO, . It is a diprotic acid, 1oo
with pKa l.8l at the left crossing point
and a pKa 6.91 at the right. You see Bo
that there is a large range of pH in which
SO, is mainly present as bisulphite ion,
HSO-. , and there is a small amount of
the active SO, in equilibrium with it.
The solid line is the curve that sives rise
to those graphs or tables you see in
various books showing molecular SO, 20

as a function of pH. It is because of
these acid/base equilibria that the SO, is o

such a sensitive function of pH. Here
are the free sulphite figures for 2 ppm
molecular at different pH's. This is
erbout the average sensory threshold so is the maximum that shor-rld be added and just under half
these figures will protect the wine adequately.
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I just want to say a little bit about another question I've been asked a lot about: using sulphite to
sterilize containers and equipment. It's not a very good thing to use unless you use a very high
concentration. Bleach, NaOCl, is much more effective. The active fbrm of bleach is the acid
HOCI which has a pKa of 7.53.

H O C I  -  O C I - + H .

Now you're all experts in acid/base theory, you know that below pH 7.5 you have mostly HOCI
and bleach will be effective but above pH 7.5 it is mostly OCI . However a further complication is
that if you make bleach too acid it fbrms chlorine.

2OCl- + 2H* --> H,O + Cl,
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This not good because chlorine is not as eff-ective a sterilant as bleach and it also tends to gas you
(and make nasty organochlorine compounds). If you use bleach, just use it in water. It's very
effective at removing tannin deposits. Very imporlant is that sulphite reacts instantly with bleach.
If you rinse out a container with bleach solution and then with sulphite, the bleach will be gone and
you'll have only a little bit of chloride ion (which doesn't do any harm; I have a lot of it every
morning on my boiled egg!). You really don't need to worry about chlorine if you rinse with
sulphite after having used bleach. What I do is, clean with bleach, rinse with water and then rinse
with 27o sulphite. If I'm bottling I use sodium metabisulphite which gives you a nice sterile bottle
you can bott le r ight into.

I have a little bit about fining and problems that I think I'm going to skip over. People can ask me
about that but there are no general principles that I want to get across.

I do want to get the plug in about wine, red wine particularly. We all now know that wine is good
for you. It is now known that tannins in alcohol protect, not only against heart disease, but also
against stress and cancer. They dilate the blood vessels, lower blood pressure and make you feel
nice and relaxed. They really are very good for you. It is, of course, mainly the tannins that do
this. There is enormous variation in tannin content of wines, all the way up to 2 glL from almost
zero. And not all varietals are equivalent in this regard. The tannin content in Cabemet Sauvignon
doesn't vary too much by vintage, you could call it Old Faithful ; whereas Pinot Noir, Zinfandel
and Merlot are all over the place. So if you want to have a couple of glasses of a nice Cabernet
every day, you have a wonderful rationalization for doing that. If you want to leam more about
wine chemistry there are some good references book listed; and that's all I want to say. Thank
you-

Q: How accurate is the 'titret' method that wc all use?

SK: All these methods are quite accurate from a chemical point of view. The problem with wine is
that it is a real witch's brew. It is very complex chemically. For example, there are at least 5000
different tannin molecules that have been identified in wine. The trouble is that many of these
things will react with iodine. So, using iodine. you can't measure sulphur dioxide very precisely.
The proper way to do it is to remove the sulphur dioxide from the wine zrnd titrate it separately.
Even doing that. you have to make a correction fbr the volatile acidity. So actually a precise
measurement of sulphur dioxide in wine is a very complicated business. I would say don't worry
about the precision. You don't particularly care if it's Zb ppm or 25 ppm. To get it precisely is
very difficult.

Q: Is there any fairly easy method for measuring alcohol by volume?

SK: Yes, there are several methods. In fact, every now and again our department has an open
house and we do free beer and wine alcohol analyses. One of these has been based on the use of a
$250,000 NMR machine, the other ones have r-rsed $15,000 gas chromatographs. I just took
delivery of a nice instrument based on capillary zone electrophoresis, which will also do quite a
nice job. So, yes there are many good methods. The trouble is, it is actually quite difficult to set
up any analysis in a chemistry laboratory. You have to have standards and you have to train
someone to do it and pay salaries. The costs are not insignificant. What I would suggest is that
you save them up until the next open house and come up to UVic. There might be one this fall.

Q: Is that accurate by teLl<ing the specific gravity at the beginning, at the end, time 0. l3 I equals
percentage of alcohol?

SK: I haven't heard the 0. l3 l. In fact, that was on a slide I skipped over. One way is based on
the gravity multiplied by 1000. So you take 1080, subtract 1000 and divide by 7.4. {Note added
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later. Dividing by L4 is equivalent to mult iplying by 0.135 as in the question! ). The other
method is to multiply the brix by 0.55, but that figr-rre varies; some people say 0.50, some say
0.62. The alcohol level depends on the temperature at which you do the f'ermentation. If you do it
by carbonic maceration you tend to get higher alcohols. It depends on the yeast strain, it depends
on the nutrients; so the formula is not a relizible thing, just a ballpark figure.

Q: Potassium chloride? Where clo you flnd that?

SK: Your can find it at a pharrnacy or Northwest Biological Supplies in Victoria, Fisher Scientific,
anywhere like that. You can also buy salt that is 5OVo KCI (I can't remember what the brand name
is). People concerned about high btood pressure and sodium use this low sodium salt which is a
50/50 mixture of potassiLrm chloride and sodium chloride.

Q: I was just referring to putting the pH electrode in potassium chloride.

SK: I think you could use ordinary table salt just as well.

Q: To rinse, or not to rinse'? We all know how important sanitization is, but do we rinse it after,
or leave it as is?

SK: It depends on your water sr,rpply. [f you're on a well, don't rinse it. We live 100 yards away
from the pumping station where thcy inject chloramine and we can smell the chlorine in our water.
I could sterilize our bottles jlrst using tap water! So I don't need to worry about rinsing or not
rinsing. But in general I don't think it makes much sense to sterilize a bottle and then rinse it with
water, unless your water is also sterile.

Tasting of Okanagan Reds
(2 Merlots and I Lemberger)

George Gibson

Oliver Merlot: If you look at the numbers, you will tlnd that these grapes at 22.5 and 6.62 and
3.45 pH were certainly metabolically ripe. They were probably overripe and what may have
happened is that the irrigation drove the sugars down and it prolonged the period before they were
piC[ed, but to me that doesn't explain the pale colour, and in past years we've had good colour
from that vineyard. See what you think of the wine once you taste it.

You've got to make allowances for the lact that these wines were filtered quite recently so they
have not returned entirely to whatever characters they had before. To me that is not a very
interesting wine, rather vegetative. Frank? What do you think?

Frank Supernak: I think that a lot of people who did make wine, including commercial products
fiom a number of wineries in the soLlth Okanagan, were affected by the fact that during the summer
when we were hovering around 45 or 4l degrees C. the plant is going to shut down and you are
not going to get a lot of colour development and sugiu production. When they do come on line
after about 2 or 3 weeks, it's not an instantaneous thing. You've got a lot of latent heat in the
ground cutting off so it's going to keep the heat around the plant quite excessive. They are going
to take 2 or 3 weeks to get going and by that time, it's late September to early October and your
maturation and sugar production are basically finished because the fall tumed relatively cold
abruptly so you didn't get the full flavor-rr and colour development in the south Okanagan.
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